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This study deals with the mechanical behaviour and material modelling of an AA5754-O alloy at elevated temperature.
Experimental shear tests were performed from room temperature up to 200◦C, and the material behaviour has been identified
with both shear and tensile tests, as a function of temperature. To analyse the influence of temperature during forming over
springback, a split-ring test is used. Experimental results are obtained and compared to numerical simulations performed with the
finite element in-house code DD3IMP. The numerical process of ring splitting is performed with the in-house code DD3TRIM.
The main observed data are force-displacement curves of the punch during forming, cup thickness at the end of forming, and
ring gap after splitting. It is shown that all these parameters are strongly dependent on the forming temperature. A correlation is
obtained between experimental data and numerical simulation for the evolution of punch force and opening after springback as
a function of temperature. The distribution of the tangential stress in the cup wall is the main factor influencing the springback
mechanism in warm forming condition.

1. Introduction

One of the most important challenges for the automotive
industry in the upcoming years is to meet the demand of
reducing the fuel consumption with a simultaneous increase
of the safety properties. This can be primarily done by
reducing the body weight by substituting traditional steels
by aluminium alloys. Aluminium alloys can be formed into
parts by a variety of processes similar to those used for
steels. However, the formability of aluminium sheet is, under
normal processing conditions, lower than that for a typical
mild steel. This means that the maximum attainable strain in
one process step is less than that for mild steel, along the same
deformation path. Hence press operations are often more
critical for aluminium than for mild steel.

In order to overcome such problems, good results on the
stamping process are obtained for aluminium alloys when
the temperature is elevated to an intermediate temperature,

below the recrystallisation temperature. This process is called
warm forming. The warm press forming of aluminium alloy
sheets promoted a great interest and has been studied for
several decades. A paper by Takuda et al. [1] contains the
first references relating to this subject (see also [2–4]). The
research in this domain was accelerated since 1980s [5–12].
A review and discussion of the recent developments on warm
forming of aluminium alloys can also be found in [13, 14].

It was demonstrated that the formability is improved
increasing the uniform temperature, but the best results
are obtained by applying temperature gradients. Several
investigations showed that the formability with a partial
heating in the blank-holder or die area was much better
than the obtained with homogeneously heated tools [2, 6,
7, 15, 16]. For example, in deep drawing experiments with
an AA5754-O alloy, the limiting drawing ratio could be
increased from 2.1 to 2.6 by heating the flange up to 250◦C
and by cooling the punch to room temperature [9]. Several
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research results indicate that up to 200–300% increase in
formability (drawability and elongation) can be achieved by
forming aluminium alloys between 200 and 350◦C [4, 10, 14,
17, 18].

The formability in warm conditions depends strongly on
the composition of the aluminium alloy. For example, 5xxx
series alloys (Al-Mg) show better response to warm forming
than 6xxx series alloys (Al-Mg-Si), when deformed in the
temperature range of 200–350◦C [19]. At room temperature,
the behaviour of Al-Mg alloys is almost independent of the
strain rate. Above 100◦C, the tensile strength decreases and
the strain rate sensitivity increases. The initial yield stress,
however, hardly changes until a temperature of 175◦C. Above
175◦C, the initial yield stress also decreases [9].

Two extra benefits of warm forming are also very
interesting for formability of aluminium alloys. Firstly, the
stretcher lines (Portevin-Le Chatelier effect) that develop
when Al-Mg alloys are deformed at room temperature
disappear at elevated temperatures. This disadvantage limits
the applications of Al-Mg alloys to interior automotive
panels whereas the Al-Mg-Si alloys are used to perform outer
door panel. This leads to recycling issues, since aluminium
alloys need to be separated by alloy series in order to produce
better-quality recycled alloy. Therefore, the elimination of
the appearance of surface marks in Al-Mg aluminium can
lead to their use in outer automotive panels and improve
their recyclability [13].

Another advantage with the warm forming of aluminium
alloys is that elevated temperature modifies the stress state in
the formed parts, leading to a decrease of springback. Large
springback is one of the major drawbacks of aluminium
alloy sheets. This is one of the main factors which limit
the dissemination of aluminium alloys in the automotive
industry [20, 21]. In recent years, progress has been made
on prediction of springback, for example, with respect to
the integration in thickness direction, material modelling,
geometrical discretization, and so forth [22–26]. However,
for the warm forming conditions, a very limited number
of studies have been conducted; hence the fundamental
understanding of the springback behaviour of aluminium
alloys at elevated temperatures is not yet sufficient. Moon
et al. [10] investigated the effect of tool temperature on the
springback of an aluminium 1050 sheet and showed that
the combination of hot die and cold punch could improve
the forming quality based on the preliminary experimental
results of draw bending process. Keum and Han [27]
measured the springback in various forming temperatures by
performing draw bending tests for Al 1050 and 5052 alloys.
They showed that the springback reduces in warm forming,
especially for forming temperatures above 150◦C. Kim and
Koç [18] investigate the numerical springback behaviour
of an AA5754 aluminium alloy at elevated temperatures
for a simple draw bending process. A thermomechanically
coupled FEA model has been developed in this study, but the
comparison with springback experimental results at elevated
temperature was not performed.

The objective of this paper is to present experimental
and numerical evaluation of springback in warm forming
conditions with an AA5754-O alloy. An original test, named

split-ring test, previously used at room temperature [20,
28], is performed up to 200◦C. This experimental test
consists of a ring sample taken from the sidewall of a flat
bottom, deep drawn cup. It provides a simple effective
benchmark for correlative forming and springback predictive
capabilities with experimental measures. It leads to a large
springback, which increases measurement accuracy and
reduces experimental errors [29–34]. During all the forming
process, the temperature is the same for all tools and
is maintained constant. Cutting and splitting operations
are made at room temperature. The influence of forming
temperature is experimentally evaluated in the punch force
evolution of the deep drawn cup. At room temperature,
the springback is measured very easily by cutting off a ring
and subsequently splitting it. The ring gap after splitting
is investigated as a function of temperature. Numerically,
the whole deep drawing process is simulated in isothermal
conditions using the in-house finite element code DD3IMP
[21]. Material parameters are identified using uniaxial tensile
and shear tests at different temperatures with the dedicated
tool DD3MAT [35]. The stress states in the cup, at the end of
drawing, are analysed as a function of temperature. Finally,
the main observed data, such as force-displacement curves of
the punch during forming, cup thickness, and ring gap after
splitting, are investigated as a function of temperature and
compared with experimental results.

2. Material Properties

An automotive sheet was considered: AA5754-O (Al-Mg)
aluminium alloy sheet of 1.0 mm thick. AA5754-O is mainly
used for inner body panels in the automotive industry. The
standard composition of the alloy used in this study is listed
in Table 1. Both tensile and shear tests were carried out in
order to obtain the mechanical properties of the aluminium
sheets and also to identify the material parameters of the
constitutive law.

2.1. Tensile Tests. Tensile tests were performed at different
temperatures (Figure 1). Quasistatic tests were carried out
on an Instron 4505 in a heating chamber with a 5 kN
load cell. Rectangular samples were of dimensions 20 ×
180 × 1 mm3. The free edges were machined in order to
eliminate the hardened area induced by the cutting and,
thus, to increase the range of homogeneous deformation.
Temperature control during the test was obtained using
a thermocouple fixed on the tensile grips. An Instron
extensometer (accuracy: ±0.15%, gauge length: 12.5 mm)
was used to measure the local strain in the heating chamber.
It was fixed with specific rubber bands and the signal is
compensated in temperature until 200◦C. Strain rate was
kept constant at 2 × 10−3 s−1 leading to the same quasistatic
conditions as in deep drawing tests (ε̇ = 3.3 × 10−3 s−1 in
the cup wall). Logarithmic strain measures as well as Cauchy
stress are calculated.

At room temperature, monotonous tensile tests have
been carried out at 0◦ (rolling direction (RD), 45◦, and
90◦ (transverse direction (TD) from the rolling direction
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Table 1: Composition in weight % of aluminium AA5754-O.

Cu Mn Mg Si Fe Cr Al

≤0.10 ≤0.500 2.60–3.60 ≤0.400 ≤0.400 ≤0.300 93.6–97.3
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Figure 1: Experimental and identified tensile stress-strain curves as
a function of temperature.

of the sheet, in order to study the material anisotropy (see
[20] for a complete characterisation of this material at room
temperature). This alloy presents some oscillations in the
stress-strain curves at room temperature. This phenomenon
is the so-called Portevin-Le Chatelier (PLC) effect. Serrated
flow is associated with repeated propagation of bands of
localised plastic deformation, that is, appreciable plastic
strain rates only occur within these narrow bands [36–38].
The plastic anisotropy coefficients are determined by fitting
the results of the plastic strain in width versus the plastic
strain in thickness up to 0.15 of longitudinal strain. The
average anisotropy coefficient r = (r0 + r90 + 2r45)/4 =
0.616 shows a significant normal anisotropy. The planar
anisotropy, measured by the coefficient Δr = (r0 + r90 −
2r45)/2 = 0.0105, is negligible.

In another study [39], we have shown that a weak tem-
perature dependence of the plastic anisotropy coefficients has
been observed from room temperature up to 200◦C, with a
relative variation less than 8%.

From Figure 1, it is noticed that the flow stress does not
decrease rapidly until the temperature reaches about 100◦C.
At a fixed strain rate, flow stress remains constant until the
PLC effect disappears with the increase of temperature from
50◦C to 100◦C, then it decreases rapidly with temperature.

2.2. Shear Tests. The test apparatus consisted of a Shimadzu
AG-50kNG instrument adapted for shear testing based on
the developments of [40, 41] (Figure 2). This apparatus was
put in a heating furnace. Samples were rectangular and the
dimensions of the gauge area were L = 60 mm, h = 3 mm,
and e = 12 mm. The specimen was positioned in the shear

Table 2: Evolution of shear strain correction coefficient as a
function of temperature and measurement method.

Temperature γexp γAramis γbinocular Coef.

25◦C 0.25 0.18 0.18 0.72

25◦C 0.5 0.37 0.34 0.75

150◦C 0.5 0.41 0.36 0.82

device and clamped at both sides in such a way that a planar
load distribution along the grip length was ensured. When
one grip moved downward and the other was fixed, a simple
shear deformation was induced in the 3 mm wide zone (h)
between the grips.

The shear stress is determined by τ = F/L · e. To evaluate
the shear strain, the relative displacements of two reflecting
bands put on the grip system are recorded by a video camera.
By dividing this grip displacement by the width of the shear
zone, the shear strain is obtained using γ = tanα = a/h. This
shear strain value is then corrected by a coefficient which
takes into account the sliding of the sample under the grips.
The value of this coefficient has been identified in function of
the temperature by measuring the final strain with two other
methods (see Table 2). In the first method, a binocular is used
to measure the angle α of a line plotted on the specimen
surface before the test and thus the value of γbinocular is
obtained. In the second, the shear strain measurement is
realized using a noncontacting optical measuring system,
ARAMIS, named γaramis. This coefficient has been estimated
at room temperature (at γ level of 0.25 and 0.5) and at 150◦C
(at γ level of 0.5). A coefficient of 0.75 is chosen and taken
constant as a function of temperature.

Monotonic uniaxial shear tests have been carried out at
several orientations to the RD: 0◦, 45◦, and 90◦ at room
temperature with a shear strain rate of γ̇ = 2 × 10−3 s−1 and
a maximum shear strain value of about γ = 0.4 (Figure 3).
Figure 4 shows the shear-strain curves in the RD at different
strain rates, at room temperature. As observed in tensile
tests [9, 18, 20], the analysis of this figure indicates that this
material exhibits minor shear strain-rate sensitivity at room
temperature. Classically, and due to the PLC effect, it is also
interesting to notice that this material presents a negative
strain rate sensitivity [11, 42, 43].

The specimen and the grips were put in a furnace
with a controlled temperature by thermocouples fixed on
both the specimen and the grips. Similarly to tensile tests,
shear tests were performed for several temperatures in the
range of 25–200◦C, with the results of three tests averaged
for each temperature. It should be mentioned that only
small variations in the stress-strain behaviour were noticed
between the three tests for each temperature.

Figure 5 presents the shear-strain curves in the RD
at several temperatures. It is observed that the difference
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Figure 2: Shear test device and sketch of the specimen.
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Figure 3: Shear stress versus shear strain curves at 0◦, 45◦, and 90◦

to the RD at room temperature.

between the curves at room temperature and at 100◦C is
rather small. Above 150◦C, the ultimate shear stress decreases
with increasing temperature. It is also interesting to notice
that a peculiar effect, similar to PLC effect, appears at 100◦C
after a strain level of about γ = 0.25. The same phenomenon
appears in tensile tests for this temperature (Figure 1) for a
tensile strain level of 0.12.

3. Experimental

An experimental device has been used to perform the
drawing of cylindrical cups [20, 44]. Tools geometry is given
in Table 3. Deep drawing tests are performed in a heating
furnace with a controlled temperature, in the range from
25◦C to 200◦C.

The punch force-displacement curves as a function of
the temperature are shown in Figure 6. The maximum force
reached at room temperature is 55 kN at a displacement of
24 mm. The test was stopped at 60 mm, when the blank
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Figure 4: Strain rate influence in shear stress versus shear strain
curves in the RD at room temperature.

Table 3: Drawing tool geometry and process parameters.

Die opening diameter (mm) 104.5

Die radius (mm) 8

Punch diameter (mm) 100

Punch radius (mm) 5.5

Blank-holder opening diameter (mm) 104.5

Blank-holder force (Kn) 24

Punch speed (mm/s) 0.5

Blank diameter (mm) 170

Blank thickness (mm) 1

was fully drawn. With the increase of the temperature, the
maximum force reached during the drawing step drops
down to 34 kN. The force decreases with the increase of the
temperature.

Subsequent to this, thickness profiles were measured,
using a 3D measuring machine, along the cup wall in the
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Figure 5: Experimental and identified shear stress versus shear
strain curves in the RD as a function of temperature.
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curves as a function of temperature.

RD (Figure 7). A thinning of the sheet is noticed below
a height of around 25 mm (between 5 mm and 25 mm)
and a thickening above. Such an evolution is typical of a
deformation process by extension.

Finally, experimental springback data consist of ring gap
measurement along straight lines connecting the two ends of
the split rings. For all tests, cutting and splitting operations
were made at room temperature. The cups are 20 mm high
and have an internal diameter of 100 mm before splitting.
Rings are cut at a height of 15 mm from the cup bottom by
turning. As already mentioned in [33], it was found that as
long as the deformation resulting from the cutting method is
localised in a small section of the ring, whatever by shear or
material removal, the resulting opening is unaffected.

Three springback tests have been performed at each
temperature. The measured openings of rings as a function of
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Figure 7: Experimental and numerical thickness evolution as a
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Table 4: Experimental and numerical opening of the ring as a
function of temperature.

Temperature (◦C) 25 100 150 200

Experimental opening (mm) 64 51 37 21

Numerical opening (mm) 65 56.2 46 27.6

temperature are given in Table 4. Opening gap after splitting
is about 64 mm wide (±3 mm) at room temperature. It is
rather constant from room temperature up to about 100◦C,
but then it decreases down to about 21 mm at 200◦C. It has to
be noticed that the shape of the ring after splitting is slightly
conical along the height direction due to the variation of
thickness and the nonsymmetric stress distribution in ring’s
wall [20]. The tendency of springback reduction at elevated
temperatures can be observed from the shape change after
springback for different temperatures shown in Figure 8.

4. Numerical Simulation

Numerical simulations of the cup drawing are performed
with the in-house DD3IMP code [21], to predict material
deformation during forming and springback, after splitting.
The main goal of this paper is to analyse the influence of the
temperature on the springback phenomenon in quasistatic
and isothermal conditions. In order to obtain preliminary
numerical results to be compared to experimental results,
this study is a first step to the numerical simulation of
this complex forming process in coupled thermomechanical
conditions. Thus, as for experimental tests, all numerical
simulations are performed in isothermal conditions. The
ring splitting is numerically performed in isothermal condi-
tions without taking into account the cooling after forming.
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Figure 8: Opening of the rings for several temperatures in the range
25–200◦C.

Even if viscous effect can be significant at elevated temper-
ature, the influence of strain rate and coupled temperature-
displacement formulation is not currently taken into account
in this paper. The analysis of these phenomena is actually in
progress in the DD3IMP code.

The blank is meshed with 3D isoparametric hexahedral
elements with selective reduced integration. The type and
the number of elements and nodes were first optimised
in a parametric study [28]. For symmetry reasons, only a
quarter of the blank is considered. 6304 elements are used
with two layers in the thickness direction (Figure 9). In
order to produce half-part of the ring, a mirror operation
is performed at the end of the deep drawing simulation.

The blank-holder force is kept constant at 6 kN during
the drawing stage, and the blank is drawn down to 60 mm
with a constant punch speed of 0.5 mm·s−1. An oil lubricant
is applied manually to both sides of the blank (Yushrio
Former FD-1500 at room temperature and Jelt above). The
friction coefficient has been identified numerically by inverse
method on the punch-force displacement curve. It is fit in
the last step of the forming stage when the top of the cup
slides along the wall of the drawing die, that is, when the final
force plateau is observed. The friction coefficient decreases in
function of temperature: 0.15, 0.12, 0.1, and 0.09 for 25, 100,
150, and 200◦C, respectively.

Inverse identification of material parameters is per-
formed with the dedicated tool DD3MAT (also of the DD3
family code [35]). The database is composed of stress-
strain curves from tensile and shear tests in the RD for
temperature ranges of 25–200◦C presented in Section 2.
Mechanical properties used for the numerical simulation are
given in Table 5.

The constitutive behaviour is described by an isotropic
hardening law of the Swift type:

σ = K(ε0 + εp)n, (1)

where σ is the equivalent stress, εp is the equivalent plastic
strain, ε0 = (σ0/K)1/n, and K , n, and σ0 are material
parameters determined from the mechanical tests.

In this paper, the von Mises yield isotropic criterion is
adopted. This choice is due to several reasons. Firstly, that

this criterion leads to numerical simulations of the split-ring
test which are in good agreement with experimental results
at room temperature [20, 28]. Secondly, the anisotropy of
the yield stress is rather limited even if it is larger for
the plastic anisotropy ratios. Finally, as we have mentioned
before, new tensile tests results, performed at elevated
temperatures, show that the material anisotropy, observed at
room temperature, is not affected by the temperature until
200◦C [39].

Poisson’s ratio is considered constant in this temperature
range and fixed to ν = 0.33. On the other hand, Young’s
modulus is not constant as a function of the temperature and
follows the evolution given in Table 5.

Figures 6 and 7 compare the experimental with nu-
merical simulation results. In the case of punch force-
displacement evolution, a good agreement between numer-
ical simulation and experimental results is observed. Sig-
nificant force oscillations are observed after 33 mm depth
in all simulations, which is due to the flow into the die
radius zone of finite element with higher in-plane size. The
differences between experimental and numerical results are
in the same order of magnitude for all temperatures. In
the case of thickness distribution in the cup wall (Figure 7),
the thickness presents a slight oscillation near 12 mm and
35 mm of the cup wall, due to the transition of the in-plane
element size at these positions (see mesh type in Figure 9).
Thickness is overestimated for all temperatures. But, as the
blank-holder force has been kept at the same level for all
tests, the increase of temperature tends to slightly decrease
the thickness due to higher restraining forces compared to
yield stress.

After removing the tools, the DD3TRIM program [45,
46] (part of the DD3 family code) is used to perform
the ring cutting phases. This code allows the geometrical
treatment of cutting solid isoparametric hexahedral element
meshes and the determination of the material state with the
remapping. For the geometrical treatment, the implemented
strategy consists, firstly, in evaluating the elements that are
to be eliminated/kept with the trimming procedure and,
then, adjusting the boundary’s remaining affected elements
to the desired geometry. This adjustment is done by a
node stretching technique, for two projection schemes, with
optimisation of the final element shape at the boundary.
The material state variables are transferred from the original
untrimmed mesh to the new one, through an interpolation
scheme [28, 45]. The ring is finally split by removing a
symmetry boundary condition at one of the ring ends, and
the springback is then calculated by relaxation of the part
(Figure 9).

An advantage of using DD3TRIM program is that the
ring’s height is exact. This is not the case of the previous
numerical simulations [20] where the original mesh was
partitioned to anticipate the ring final size.

Table 4 presents the numerical results of the opening
according to the temperature. Numerical value of opening
is closed to the experimental ones at room temperature but
the relative errors of the numerical results with respect to the
experimental ones increase with the temperature to reach an
error of 31.4% at 200◦C.
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Figure 9: (a) Mesh used in the simulation; (b) equivalent stress distribution in the drawn cup; (c) opening of the mesh after cutting.

Table 5: Mechanical properties of the AA5754-O alloy.

Temperature (◦C)

25 100 150 200

Young’s modulus (GPa) 70.4 70.4 67.2 67.2

Poisson’s ratio 0.33

ε0 3.69× 10−3 1.80× 10−3 0.625× 10−3 2.39× 10−13

K (MPa) 449.2 395.2 300 201.8

n 0.2797 0.2371 0.1733 0.1034

The blank thickness varies as a result of the material
flow into the die cavity. Consequently, the accumulated
strain also changes for different locations in the cup. The
accumulated strain has direct impact on the through-
thickness circumferential stress distribution. These stresses
play a key role in the springback modelling because their

integral over the thickness yields a nonzero bending moment
and, thus, a change of shape [20, 32–34, 47].

Therefore, to further investigate the origin of the
springback, through-thickness stress distribution before
cutting is analysed. The tangential stress has pronounced
contribution towards springback, while the radial stress has
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a weak influence [20]. For this reason, only the tangential
stresses are analysed in the following.

Figure 10 presents the through-thickness tangential
stresses (σθθ) for all temperatures at mid-height of the drawn
cup. Results are presented in the transverse direction (TD).
Thickness 0 corresponds to the inner part of the cup and
thickness 1 to the outer part. With all temperatures, it is
observed that the inner skin is in a compressive stress state,
whereas the outer skin is in tension. This characteristic
stress state before unloading leads to a bending moment
and, hence, to a large amount of springback. In addition,
it is observed that the difference of tensile and compressive
stresses decreases as temperature increases. The main reason
can be attributed to the lower material strength of the
aluminium alloy at elevated temperatures, which results in
a smaller residual bending moment after deep drawing and
ring opening after springback.

5. Conclusions

The experimental study of the split-ring test on a AA5754-O
aluminium alloy for several temperatures in the range of 25–
200◦C is presented. These experimental results are compared
to numerical simulations performed with the finite element
code DD3IMP. Material parameters are identified using uni-
axial tensile and shear tests at different temperatures. Warm
temperature condition reduces the maximum punch force
needed for the forming of the cup. A correlation is obtained
between experimental data and numerical simulation for
the evolution of punch force and opening after springback
as a function of temperature. The stress distribution in the
thickness of the cup shows that the effect of temperature
tends to decrease the stress gradient in the cup wall, which
is directly linked to the decrease of the springback opening
of the ring. The distribution of the tangential stress in
the cup wall is the main factor influencing the springback
mechanism in warm forming condition.
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